
GOOD THINGS TO WRITE A NEWSPAPER ARTICLE ABOUT EDUCATION

Sometimes it is hard to know what to write about. Since we specialize in printing school newspapers, we have a good
idea of what schools like to write about.

Sometimes, they might need a little push. These types of articles will help students deal with certain issues that
almost everybody encounters. The Basic Story Outline The best way to structure a newspaper article is to first
write an outline. Some of them will agree with your point of view. It could be some big news, an in-depth
analysis of a social school phenomenon, a new policy or something else. Types of articles School newspapers
and regular newspapers are structured in a similar manner, even though the topics are tailored to the audience.
Topics: school rules, policies, teaching methods, advice, announcements, school news Columns Just like
editorials, columns are opinion-based articles. Most newspaper articles break down into two categories: News
articles Feature articles You will also find opinion pieces, like editorials and book and movie reviews. Try to
be as objective and unbiased as possible. Share quotes from famous books or tips for budding writers. This is
how you should present school news. School History Every school has history. The topic varies. Interesting
stories are plentiful if you know where to look. Hiring for school newspapers Some colleges offer paid
positions for the newspaper staff, but most high schools and colleges do not. How Healthy is Cafeteria Food?
For that reason, the editorial is usually not signed. Even though job descriptions are not a standard practice in
school newsrooms, writing them will be very rewarding. Write stories on those running for class offices and
talk about their strengths and weaknesses. For the School Newspaper These editorial topics are meant to
provide inspiration to you so that you come up with some topics of your own, which are relevant to where
your school is. The way of choosing a topic for an essay is different from the way of choosing a topic for a
school newspaper article or a speech. You can write about national and even worldwide news, but only if they
provide useful information. In order to achieve that you can start by making a claim that could be
controversial, then proceed by explaining your reasons and clarifying your claim. Although a news story can
be creative and entertaining, too. But will these topics appeal to your readers? But this lesson deals strictly
with news and feature articles. It should be based on an elaborate investigation made by the journalist,
interviewing multiple accounts. Topics to Write About for School For school, finding interesting topics to
write about might seem to be an arduous task at first, but the ideas presented below might make it easier for
you to choose a good topic Other Ideas These ideas should get you going in the right direction. Topics vary,
but they should be school related, at least slightly. For School Speech. They cover one subject from multiple
angles and are written in a more creative, entertaining format. There are almost as many ways to write about
sports as there are teams. Lead sentence Grab and hook your reader right away. You have to tell your readers
where and when this story is happening. The topic should be something school related, something that
students can relate to.


